Friday, April 25, 2014
At USC Gerontology Auditorium, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90089

**Meredith Gore**
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Michigan State Univ.
Title: Understanding the causes and consequences of illegal, illicit, and deviant behavior in conservation

**Michael Macy**
Department of Sociology
Cornell
Title: Paying It Forward: The Social Contagion of Generosity

**Elisabeth Paté-Cornell**
Management Science and Engineering, Stanford
Title: Justification versus validation of counterterrorism models

**Peter Stone**
Computer Science, Univ of Texas at Austin
Title: Ad Hoc Autonomous Agent Teams: Collaboration without Pre-Coordination

**Jason Hartline**
Computer Science
Northwestern
Title: Mechanism Design for Data Science

**Gilberto Montibeller**
Dept. of Management, London School of Economics
Title: On the behavioral validity of attacker's judgments in counterterrorism modelling

**Paul Slovic**
Psychology
University of Oregon
Title: The Psychology of Risk

For more details please contact Jie Zheng at jiezheng@usc.edu Or check out http://gthb.usc.edu/Events/2014.htm